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Neutrino oscillation studies at LAMPF

W. C. Louis, representing the LSND Collaboration [1]
Los A]amos National Laboratory, Physics Division
Los Alamos, NM 87545, U.S.A.

A search for Y_ -_ U, oscillations has been made by the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector
experiment at LAMPF after an initial month and a half run. The experiment observes eight
events consistent with the reaction U,p _ e+n followed by np _ d7 (2.2 MeV). The total esti-
mated background is 0.9 ± 0.2 events.

1. INTRODUCTION yields a relatively long attenuation length
of more than 20 m for wavelengths greater

Neutrino production from z and p decay than 400 nm. Surrounding the detector tank
at rest from the LAMPF beam stop is expect- is a liquid-scintillator veto shield [2] with

ed to arise almost entirely from z + -_ p+v_ 292 5-inch phototubes that tag cosmic muons
and /_+ _e+U_v, decays. Neutrinos from passing through the detector. A 45-MeV
z- and p- decays are suppressed due to the electron created in the detoctor produces
smaller z- yield and to the high capture about 370 photoelectrons in the Cerenkov
probability in the Fe and Cu of the beam stop. cone and 1115 photoelectrons isotropically [3]
Therefore, the observation of significant U, and is reconstructed with a position resolu-
production would be evidence for new tion of-25 cm, an angular resolution of
physics such as P_--_ P, oscillations, which -15 °, and an energy resolution of ~695. In

• would imply that neutrinos have mass (and addition, particle identification for particles
cosmological significance) and that there is above and below Cerenkov threshold is
mixing among the lepton families, obtainM through the fit to the Cerenkov cone

and from the time distribution of the light,
which is relatively later for particles below

2. LSND EXPERIMENT Cerenkov threshold. Figure l(a) shows the
energy distribution for a sample of Michel

The Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector electrons from cosmic muon decays in the
(LSND) experiment makes use of the tank, from which is obtained the electron
LAMPF neutrino beam and consists of a energy resolution and calibration. The
cylindrical tank approximately 8.5-m-long solid curve is a fit with the Michel electron
by 5.5-m in diameter. On the inside surface spectrum convoluted by a Gaussian resolu-
of the tank are mounted 1220 8-inch tion of 42_b/_/(£ (MeV)) and an end-point
Hamamatsu phototubes, 2595 of the surface energy of 52.8 MeV corresponding to about
area is covered by photocathode, and the tank 1740 photoelectrons (-33 photoelectrons per
is filled with 51,000 gallons (180 tons) of MeV).
liquid scintillator consisting of mineral oil The detector is located at a mean distance
and 0.031 g/t ofb-PBD. The low scintillator of 29 m from the A6 LAMPFbeam stop and at
concentration allows the detection of both an average angle of 12° relative to the
C,eronkov light and scintillation light and incident proton direction. The beam stop
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....... t_inos arise from pion and muon decay andsoo OecayElectrons r ll can be separated into those from decay in

_soo I fr°rnC°smicMu°nS _ flight and those from decay at rest. The."

4°°I AE/E=6% / _ and fl+ decay'at'rest neutrin° energy spec"
i tra extend up to 52.8 MeV, while the pion

soo decay-in-flight spectrum has an average
2oo energy of 100 MeV with a high energy dis-

_,oo_ (a)_,... _ tribution extending beyond 250 MeV. As=-o .................. produced in the beam stop are strongly ab-
o lo 2o so 4o so so 7o sorbed, the decay-at-rest neutrino flux is

ElectronEnergy(_V) almost entirely due to vl, from x. decay and' mm

_ Decay E_trons rl v_ and v, from #+ decay. The neutrino

2o fromv On_)ff flux is calculated from measured pion cross

sections [4], and the uncertainty in theis decay-at-rest and decay-in.flight neutrino

lo fluxes are estimated to be 7% and 12%,
respectively. There is no uncertainl_y in the

= s decay-at-rest neutrino energy shape, while
_ (b)___J _ the uncertainty in the decay-in-fliglht ener-0

o_-_c...1o _)..... so 4o .... so -" "so 70 gy shape is included in the flux uncertainty.
ElectronEnergy (I_V) The average proton intensity at the A6

beam-stop was -700/_. during a 1.5-month
run in the autumn of 1993, and the average

Figure 1. (a) The energy distribution for a beam duty factor was 7%. The data sample
sample of Michel electrons from cosmic corresponds to an exposure of 1800 Coulombs
muon decays in the tank, from which is of protons on the A6 beam stop, resulting in a
obtained the energy resolution and calibra- total decay-at-rest neutrino flux of 9 × 10 L_
tion. The solid curve is a fit with the decay v/cm s at the center of the tank. The primary
electron spectnzm convoluted by a Gaussian trigger threshold was 100 hit phototubes.
resolution of 429b/_/(£ (MeV)) and an end- After a primary trigger with >300 hit photo-
point energy at 52.8 MeV corresponding to tubes, the threshold was lowered to 21 hit
1740 photoelectrons. (b)The energy distribu- phototubes for a period of I ms in order to

tion for a sample of over 200 electrons from trigger on 2.2-MeV ), from neutron capture
muon decay where the muons are produced on free protons. In addition, all past activi-
by the reaction v_C-_ #-X. ties within 50 I_s of a primary event with >17

hit detector phototubes or >5 hit veto shield
phototubes were recorded. Furthermore, no

consists of a 20-cm water target positioned primary triggers were allowed for a period
I m upstream of a water-cooled Cu beam of 15 ps following veto shield events with >5
dump. Approximately 20_ of the protons in hit veto phototubes in order to reject the decay
the LAMPF beam interact in the upstream electrons following stopped cosmic muons.
targets A1 and A2, located 120 m and 100 m The total trigger deadtime, due to data that
from the detector, allowing 80% of the get overwritten in memory before they can
LAMPF beam to interact at A6. Theneu- bereadout, is estimated to be 2 ± l%.



3. RF.aSULT8 same events, where 9 is the angle between
the electron direction and the incoming

Figure 1(I)) shows the energy distribution neutrino direction. The excess of events
For a sample of 216 Michel electrons from near cos8 : 1 is due to w-_ w elastic
muon decay where the muons are produced scattering.

by the reaction v_C-_ p-X. This sample A signature for a U, interaction in the
enables us to make the first accurate detector is the reaction U,p-_e+n Followed

measurement of the v_C-_ p-X cross sec- by np -_ d7 (2.2 MeV). This signature is,
tion near threshold, and the cross section therefore, two-Fold: a relatively high energy
obtained is less than half of the Fermi Gas electron with more than 300 hit phototubes
Model prediction [5]. Figure 2(a) shows the (>20 MeV) and a 2.2-MeV 7; which is in
electron energy distributionsresultingfrom time-coincidence (within 0.5 ms) and
v, lsC-_ e- lSN scattering, v, lsC-_ e- laN position-coincidence (within 2.0 m) of the

scattering, and w -_ w elastic scattering, electron. The efficiency for the neutron to be
The data agree with the expected number of captured by a free proton and for the 2.2-MeV
events shown as dots in the figure. Figure 7'to be reconstructed within 0.5 ms and 2.0 m
2(b) shows the cos8 distribution For these and to have between 21 and 50 hit phototubes

is 80_, and the probability of an accidental 7'
coincidence is 13% averaged over the

!_ (a) 41vC-_ vC" detector. The 7' reconstruction has been

checked by selecting cosmic-ray neutrons
| [. I r;1 v.C -_ rN with associated 2.2-MeV 7s. Figure 3 dis-

__ .... _I playsfor these cosmicneutron events theo 7', the time difference between the 7'and
0 s 10 is 20 2s 3o ss 4o 4s so neutron, and the distance between the 7'and

ElectronEnergy(MeV) neutron reconstructed positions. As can be

m__ 33 phototubos, have a mean capture time of

about 190 ps, and are reconstructed usually
within 2 m of the parent neutron.

10 I _ [ L..J L.F-- ] [ [ Figure 4 shows the electron energy distri-
o _ bution, the excess of beam on over beam off,
-1 -oJ-oJ-o., -oa o o_ 0.4 oa o.s 1 For events that satisfy the electron selection

Cos (ev) criteria and with an associated 2.2-MeV 7'.
The histogram is the data and the dots show

Figure 2. (a) The electron energy spectra the expected background from v,C-_ e-N
from v, lsC-_e-SSN scattering, v. ssC-_ scattering and other known neutrino
e- SaN scattering, and w-_ w elastic interactions. The electron selection criteria
scattering, where the neutrinos arise from required that the event was consistent with a
x + and #+ decays at rest. Co) The cos8 _ ~ 1 particle, the reconstructed position (of
distribution, where 8is theangle between the the track midpoint) was >75 cm from the
electron direction and the incoming neu- cylindrical surface of phototube Faces, there
trino direction. The excess of events near were no veto shield hits in coincidence with

cos0 = l isdueto ve-_ w elastic scattering, the electron event, and there were no
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Figure 3. A sample of cosmic neutron Figure 4. The electron energy distribution,
events with associated 2.2-MeV y,. (a)The beam on-off, for events that satisfy the

electron selection criteria and that have an
number of hit phototubes associated with the
_. (b) The time difference between the _,and associated 2.2-MeV 1'. The histogram is the
neutron. (c) The distance between the 7,and data and the dots show the expected back-
neutron reconstructed positions, ground from known neutrino interactions.

associated activity events 50 ps prior to the Table 1
event. The electron selection eFficiencies The electron selection efficiencies for elec-

are given in Table I; the overall electron trons in the 38<E, <56Me V energy range
select/on efficiency is 26 ± 295. Eight events

Requirement Efficiencyare observed in the 38 < £, < 56 MeV energy

range that are more than can be explained Event consistent with/3 - 1 0.80 + 0.04
by conventional processes. This energy No veto shield hits 0.67±0.02

range is chosen because it is above _he No associated activity events 0.49±0.04
v, ::C --) e- l:N background, as seen in Trigger deadtime 0.98 ± 0.01
Fig. 2(a). If the electron selection criteria
are relaxed by decreasing the fiducial TOTAL 0.26±0.03
volume cut to 50 cm, by allowing up to two in- .....
time veto shield hits, or by reducing the no-
associated-activity cut to 40 ps, then the
background increases slightly but the event determined from data collected with the
excess remains, beam off (the 795 duty factor results in 13

Table 2 lists all of the backgrounds with times more beam-off data than beam-on
the expected number of background events data). A severe limit is obtained For beam-
in the 38 < X, < 56 MeV energy range. The induced neutrons by looking for a beam on-
non-beam-related background is precisely off excess for a sample of events consistent



Table 2

A list of all backgrounds with the expected number of background events in the 38< E, <56
energy range. The neutrinos are from either x and/z decay at rest (DAR) or decay in flight
(DIF).

Background Neutrino Source ....... Number of Events

Beam Off 0.46 + 0.19
Beam Neutrons <0.020

P,p --_e+n IZ- -_ e- v_P, DAR 0.15+0.04
v_C_ p'X x+ -_ p+ v_ DIF 0.06 + 0.03
- p--, p+n f _ p-_ DIP 0.04 + 0.02
v,V#laC _ e- nN p+ -_ e+_# v, DAR 0.06 ± 0.03
w -* w p+ -_ e+_# % DAR 0.056 ±0.010
ve -> _e x-_ pv_ DIF 0.008 ±0.002
veC -_ e-X x -_ eve DAR 0.009 ±0.004
v_C _ _,X x _ pv_,DIF 0.012± 0.006
v.C _ e-X x-_ ev DIF 0.004 ± 0.003
v.C --, e-X p -, e v_ DIP 0.006 ±0.003

TOFAL 0.88 ±0.20

with particles below Cerenkov threshold, activity trigger or the Michel electron is
The lack of such an excess allows us to place missed and the rouen is identified as an
an upper limit on beam-induced neutrons electron. This background can be accurate-
relative to cosmic-ray-induced neutrons of ly determined from our measurement of

<4% in the LAMPF beam spill. As the total v_C _ p-X [7]. From the total sample of 216
beam off background is measured to be events, it is estimated that the number of
small, the beam on neutron background is events with either the rouen or electron
negligible. The largest neutrino back- missed and a 2.2-MeV ), in coincidence is
ground is due to #- decay at rest in the A6 0.10 events. This background estimate
beam stop followed by P,p-_e+n scattering includes possible trigger inefficiency and
in the detector. This background, which has eases where the rouen decays promptly into
a relatively large cross section [6], is sup- an electron so that the event looks like a
pressed by several factors that are calculated single particle. Other backgrounds arise
precisely by our beam simulation [4]: the from ve-_ ve scattering, v, laC-_ e- tan

' x-/x + ratio (0.14), the probability of x- scattering, where the cross section estimate
decay in flight (0,03), and the probability of of Donnelly [8] is used, and v, s_C-_ e-X
p- decay at rest before capture (0.I0). The scattering at higher energy, where the
total background due to p- decay at rest is, Fermi Gas Model cross section [5] is era-
therefore, about 0.15 events. Another impor- ployed. The total estimated background is
rant background is due to the reactions 0.9 ± 0.9 events, which results in a net excess

v_,C-_p-Xand P_p_p+n, where either the of 7.1 ± 0.2 events in the 38 <E, < 56 MeV
muon is below the activity threshold (<18 hit energy range.
phototubes) so that it is not read-out as an
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